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LED Grow Light
Specification

YF-GL-600W/YF-GL-400W/YF-GL-200W

In today′s competitive market, you need flexibility in your horticulture lighting systems to meet
your plant growth goals and increase the yield. That′s what you′ll get with Yufing horticulture
lighting.

APPLICATIONS

FEATURES
 Light Intensity for typical indoor farming applications.
 4ft long, high power LED light bars.
 Uniform light for even plant growth.
 High PAR levels.
 Commercial-grade quality.
 No cooling fans,so very quiet, long-term reliability.
 Even, edge-to-edge light distribution with no hot spots.
 Remote Control System-Wi-Fi & APP With Cellphone.

Vertical Farming, Growth Chambers and Rooms, Greenhouses, Hydroponic and Aeroponic
Operations.
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DIMENSION&WEIGHT

ELECTRICAL

 Input Voltage: 100-277V 50/60Hz
 Output Power: 600W;400W;200W
 Option: Wi-Fi control & Standard available
 Power Factor: >0.95
 THD: <20%
 Beam Angle:120°
 Life Span: 50000H
 Humidity: 0-90%
 Environment Temperature in working: -20℃~40°℃
 PPF Efficacy: 2.6~3.0ųmol/J
 PPFD @50cm: Center=820 umol/s/m2;

Edge=568 umol/s/m2
 Footprint: 4ft x 4ft ~ 7ft x 7ft

YF-GL-600W

YF-GL-200W

YF-GL-400W

Wattage 600W 400W 200W

Dimensions(L*
W*H)

48.6x29.5x3.3 inches
(1234x750x83 mm)

48.6x15.2x3.1 inches
(1234x385x77.2 mm)

29.5x13.8x5.1 inches
(684x300.5x83mm)

WEIGHT 32.12 lbs (14.6 kgs) 22 lbs (10 kgs) 11.5 lbs (5.2 kgs)
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PACKAGE INFORMATION

 Packing Includes:

1x LED Grow Light
1x Hanging kits
1x Power cord
1x User Manual

INSTALLATION

Wattage G.W./Box
Box Dimensions

(L*W*H)
Qty/ 20GP Qty/ 40HC

600W 30.65 lbs (13.9 kgs)
50x4.73x19.9 inches
(1270x120x505 mm)

350pcs 850pcs

400W 21.10 lbs (9.55 kgs)
50x4.73x14inches

(1270x120x355 mm)
320pcs 660pcs

200W 12.12 lbs (5.5 kgs)
29x4.73x14 inches
(735x120x355mm)

360pcs 880pcs
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 280 ~ 315nm Has little effect on the shape and the physiological processes.
 315 ~ 400nnm Chlorophyll absorbs less, influence light cycle effect, prevent stem elongation.
 400 ~ 520nm(Blue) Chlorophyll and carotenoids absorb the largest percentage, the biggest

influence on photosynthesis.
 520 ~ 610nm Pigment absorption rate is not high.
 610 ~ 720nm(Red) Chlorophyll absorption rate is low, for photosynthesis and light cycle effect

have notable effect.

 720 ~ 1000nm Absorption rate is low, stimulate cell growth, influencing flowering and seed
germination In a word, the red, blue, and orange (wavelength/color) is the main energy for plants'
photosynthesis.

SPECTRUM

OPTIMIZED GROWTH:

 Purple for Plants: A mix of red and blue on the spectrum successfully targets plants to allow for
photosynthesis and maximum absorption of light.

 Pink for Harvesting: This broad spectrum allows workers to monitor growth.
 White for Architecture: mix of colored light tuned and optimized to allow for ideal growth conditions

while highlighting the plant’s beauty.

GROWTH SPECTRUM:

 Reproductive: Higher red content to promote flowering and fruit generation.
 Vegetative: Higher blue content to promote healthy and thick leafy plants.
 Balanced: Balanced red to blue ratio for overall growth.
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Project Cases

@Project Introduction
It is a legal greenhousewith 50000sqft in Seattle.
Our LED grow lights (linear design) were selected for
this project.

 2000pcs grow light fixtures
 600W, full spectrum, 120 degrees beam angle
 Harvest average 3.3lbs for each fixture

@Project Introduction
In these rooms growing with 2000sqft in California.
Our LED grow lights were selected for this project.

 125pcs grow light fixtures
 200w,full spectrum,120 degrees beam angle
 Use for both veg and flower
 Harvest average 3.2lbs for each fixture

@Project Introduction
We test the effect of our LED grow ligh ts on
cannabis in our office in Los Angeles.

 1pcs grow light fixture
 200w,full spectrum,120 degrees beam angle
 Use for both veg and flower
 Harvest average 3.0lbs for one fixture


